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Methane (US: / Ëˆ m É› Î¸ eÉª n / or UK: / Ëˆ m iË• Î¸ eÉª n /) is a chemical compound with the chemical
formula CH 4 (one atom of carbon and four atoms of hydrogen).It is a group-14 hydride and the simplest
alkane, and is the main constituent of natural gas.The relative abundance of methane on Earth makes it an
attractive fuel, though capturing and storing it poses challenges due to its ...
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Distinct Binding of Rhenium Catalysts on Nanostructured and Single-Crystalline TiO 2 Surfaces Revealed by
Two-Dimensional Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy
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Dodecane (also known as dihexyl, bihexyl, adakane 12 or duodecane) is a liquid alkane hydrocarbon with the
chemical formula C H 3 (CH 2) 10 CH 3 (or C 12 H 26), an oily liquid of the paraffin series. It has 355
isomers.. It is used as a solvent, distillation chaser, and scintillator component. It is used as a diluent for
tributyl phosphate (TBP) in reprocessing plants.
Dodecane - Wikipedia
A fundamental understanding of anion binding by receptors is essential for managing salts during energy,
water, and food production. However, the limited understanding of solvent effects in ion recognition leads to a
persistent blind spot that prevents effective receptor design.
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